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Besides standard DVD format, there are some noe-standard DVD formats, including: DVD-ISO,
DVD-MP3, DVD-VCD, DVD-SVCD, miniDVD / cDVD.

DVD-ISO

is MPEG ,MPG, VOB files burned on a DVD without any DVD Authoring(making the vob,ifo files) but
very few standalone DVD Players supports it because most Players verify DVD as DVD-Video only.
Check our DVD Players list for compatibility.

DVD-MP3

is MP3s burned on a DVD but very few MP3 capable standalone DVD Players supports it because
most Players verify DVD as DVD-Video only. Check our DVD Players list for compatibility.

DVD-VCD

is basicly a VCD authored on a DVD. DVD supports the VCD resolution but the audio has to be
resampled to 48 khz. If the audio is resampled to 48 khz it is standard DVD-Video. Read more here
how to make a such.

DVD-SVCD

is basicly a SVCD authored on a DVD. DVD do not supports the SVCD resolution but it may anyway
work and the audio has to be resampled to 48 khz like the DVD-VCD. Read more here how to make
a such and download a DVD Sample including a DVD-SVCD here.

miniDVD / cDVD

miniDVD is basicly a DVD but on a CD-R(W) instead of a DVD disc. miniDVD is also sometimes
called cDVD. A miniDVD does only fit about 15 minutes video on a 650 MB CD-R(W). The DVD
Player must be able to identify the CD-R/W miniDVD as a ordinary DVD-Video disc, many players
identifies CD-R/W as VCD, SVCD or CD Audio and not DVD-Video. The high bitrate on DVD
requires the CD-R/W reader in the DVD player to support at least 8x CD-R/W reading speed, and
most DVD Players support only a maximum of 2x.

A miniDVD can be played on few DVD Players, or on computers with a CD-ROM or DVD-ROM with
a software DVD Player.
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